Here is a photo of our beautiful SMGC
DREAMZ DREAM BEAU a Blue Lynx
point male he was the highest scoring
Himalayan in the CCA in 2009-10, his
sire is GC.LAKE HYCO BROWN
THRASHERof DREAMZ.

LYNN SEGUIN
Well my history in Himalayans goes back to the
time the breed was first being developed as a
breed.The Himalayan was a dream of many
breeders around the world, a Persian looking
cat with just the color pattern of the Siamese.
This is how we picked DREAMZ as our cattery
name. l was born the same year this breed got
recognized as a breed, now wasn't that meant
to be. l went to my first cat show at the age of
14 in Ottawa, and 2 years later bought my first
Himalayan. After being in the cat fancy for
many years l left the fancy for about 10 years
and came back to it with Ben my husband, and
we developed our line of very rare colored
Himalayans and Persians. We moved up into
the fancy very fast since our return we've
produced 4 Grand Champions, 2 Canadian
National Winners, one of which received the
Best Himalayan of the year award for being the
highest scoring Himalayan of 2009-10. One of
our Grands is a Chocolate Persian which is
very rare to achieve such an honour. l went
through school for genetics and have written 2
articles in Cat Tracks on genetics for breeders.
Besides my cats and genetics my other
passion is painting, and several of my oil
paintings can be found on our site. The newest
part of our cattery group is my lovely niece
JADE. She started going to the shows at 14
and her love is growing. She can be seen at
many shows along with us helping out and she
is becoming a great addition to DREAMZ. Lets
hope her love for the fancy will grow and
blossom as mine did over the years.
http://www.dreamz-himalayans.com/
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Here I am with my dear friend
Diane Castor owner of the
Playwickey cattery, one of the
top winning Himalayan
catteries in the States.
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